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Are you interested in buying a used car from an auto auction or a used car auction? If you are, have
you ever done so before? Unfortunately, when it comes to buying a used car from a used car auto
auction, there are many first time bidders who end up making costly mistakes. To prevent yourself
from being one of those used car auction bidders, you will want to continue reading on, as a few
helpful used car auction tips are touched on below.

Perhaps, one of the most important things that you need to remember, when it comes to buying a
used car from a used car auction, is that not all used car auctions are the same. Auto auctions come
in a number of different formats. For instance, there are auctions where only used cars are sold and
then there are others auctions where a large number of products, including used cars, are being
sold. To have a larger selection of used cars to choose from, you may want to focus solely on
auctions that specialize in the auctioning of used vehicles.

In keeping with the type of used car auction that you wish to attend, it is also important that you
examine whether or not you are even able to attend. If you are just one lone individual who is
looking to buy a personal car for yourself, you will want to try to find a public used car auction.
Public used car auctions are auctions where anyone is able to walk in and place a bid on a used
car. It is important that you know what type of used car auction you plan on attending, as there are
auto auctions that require proof of a dealership license.

In addition to the type of used car auction that you wish to attend, it is also important that you
examine how the auction is operated. For instance, are you required to arrive at the auction and bid
on a vehicle that you have never previously seen or had the opportunity to examine? While a large
number of auto auctions work this way, you may only want to attend auctions that give you the
opportunity to inspect their used cars. This inspection session, if it is available, is often scheduled in
the days leading up the used car auction. In addition, you may want to see if the auction house or
company in question has an online website. If they do, you may be able to find information,
including pictures and detailed descriptions, of some of the cars that at the auction.

It is also important that you examine methods of payment accepted before you start bidding on a
used car at a used car auto auction. Unfortunately, many first time bidders mistakenly believe that
all auto auctions accept the same methods of payment. This is a mistake can be troublesome and
result in a large hassle. That is why it is important that you examine the methods of payment
accepted. In most cases, you will find that cash, credit cards, or certified checks are accepted. In
some rare cases, you may be able to find a used car auction house or company that offers financing
or one that accepts personal checks.

Before bidding on a used car at a used car auction, it may be a good idea for you to speak to an
auction representative. Depending on the auction house or company in question, you may even be
able to do so before attending an auto auction. When speaking to a company representative, you
will want to inquire about the documentation that you will receive when you bid on and buy a used
car. After buying a used car, you will need to register it with your local Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV). To register a vehicle with the DMV, you need to have proof of ownership. Most well-known
and reliable used car auction houses or companies will automatically provided you with the required
documentation, but it may still be a good idea to get verification ahead of time.

Since the used car auction that you choose to attend will have a significant impact on the success
that you see, when buying a used car, it is important that you choose your auto auctions carefully. If
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you are a Chicago resident, a resident of a surrounding area, or would be willing to travel there, you
may want to examine North Shore Auto Auction.
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